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This article is of interest to the following WikiProjects: WikiProject Religious Texts (Rated Start-class, Low-importance) Religion portalvteThis article is within the framework of WikiProject Religious Texts, a joint sub-project of WikiProject Religion and WikiProject Books, as well as a project to improve Wikipedia articles on
religious texts related to topics. Please participate by editing this article, and help us evaluate and improve articles to good and 1.0 standards, or visit the wikiproject page for more information. Religious textsWikipedia:WikiProject Religious textsTemplate:WikiProject Religious textsReliligious texts article Beginning This
article was rated as Start-Class on the scale of the quality of the project. Low This article was rated as low importance on the scale of project importance. WikiProject Kurdistan (Rated Start-class, Mid-importance) Kurdistan portalvteThis article is part of WikiProject Kurdistan, a joint effort to improve coverage of articles
related to Kurdistan in Wikipedia. If you want to participate, please visit the project page where you can join the discussion and see a list of open tasks. KurdistanWikipedia:WikiProject KurdistanTemplate:WikiProject KurdistanKurdistan Article Beginning This article was rated as Start-Class on the scale of project quality.
Mid This article was rated as Mid-value on the scale of project importance. Hello! I'm curious where Kuret al-Ezid comes from. I didn't see it in Joseph Isy's book. On the contrary, Al-Gilwa, which also seems to be called on wiki kiteb cilwe ends in Chapter V. It also seems unusual that this quote ends in this way Sait
Shaitan, given that his taboo mention his name or anything that resembles him. Does anyone know anything about this? 128.104.60.117 02:02, 28 February 2007 (UTC) Wikipedia was deceived by this entry. The book is a work of fiction written somewhere in the last 5 years and must be listed and referenced as such. At
the very least, can we demand a reference to the information presented in this article, especially those that refer to Kurdish culture and villages. Thank you. No, it hasn't been written in the last 5 years or so as you claim, or Anton LaVey wouldn't have it in the satanic rituals that was written back in the 70s, and no, it didn't
start with this clown either. Thank you. - Previous unsigned commentary, added 207.191.102.20 (conversation) 17:49, May 5, 2012 (UTC) As an encyclopedia, whether to contain the entire body of this book; other documents and books, religious or otherwise, are simply referenced here on Wikipedia. Excerpts? Do we
want to include the Excerpts from chapters? RJFJR (speak) 13:56, 21 April 2009 (UTC) Moved here from article space. (Without comments, it is difficult for the reader to interpret this.) We've already had some material on wikisource, if it's not there yet, then it probably belongs not in WP. RJFJR (speak) 16:15, 26 April
2009 (UTC) Excerpt excerpts Head Head I was, I am now, and there will be no end. I exercise domination over all beings and over the deeds of all who are protected by my image. I am always present to help everyone who trusts me and encourages me at the right time. There is no place in the universe that does not
know my presence. I participate in all the things that those who are without the challenge of evil, because their nature is not as they approve. Every age has its own manager, who manages the affairs on my orders. This position is changing from generation to generation that the ruler of this world and his superiors can
perform the duties of their respective positions each in turn. I allow everyone to follow the dictates of their nature, but whoever opposes me will regret it very much. No god has the right to interfere in my affairs, and I have made it an imperative rule that everyone should refrain from worshipping all gods. All the books of
those without them have been changed by them; and they abandoned them, even though they were written by prophets and apostles. What is interpolation is evident in the fact that each sect tries to prove that others are wrong and destroy their books. I know the truth and the lie. When temptation comes, I give him a
covenant that trusts me. Moreover, I give advice to qualified directors because I have appointed them for periods that I know. I remember the necessary things and I do them in my time. I teach and direct those who follow my guidance. If someone obeys me and obeys my commandments, they will have joy, delight, and
comfort. Chapter II I am a propsor of Adam's descendants, and reward them with various awards that I only know. Moreover, power and power over everything on earth, and what is above and what is under, are in my hands. I do not allow friendships with other people, and I do not deprive them, who are my own and
who obey me all that is good for them. I put my affairs in the hands of those I have tried and who are in accordance with my desires. I am diverse in front of those who are faithful and under my command. I give and take for it; I enrich and impoverish; I cause happiness and unhappiness. I do all this according to the
characteristics of each era. And no one has the right to interfere in my business management. Those who are against me suffer from disease; but my own will not die like Adam's sons, who are without. No one will live in this world longer than the time set by me; and if I so wish, I send a person for the second or third time
to this world or some other way of transmigrating souls. Chapter III I am going straight to the path without an open book; I direct my favorite and favorites through invisible means. All my teachings are easily applicable to all times and all conditions. I punish in another world all those who do so against my will. Now
Adam's Sons Don't Know the State things that should come. For this reason, they get into many mistakes. Beasts of the earth, celestial birds and sea fish are under the control of my hands. All the treasures and hidden things I know; and as I wish, I take them from one and grant them on the other. I reveal my miracles to
those who seek them, and in due course my miracles to those who receive them from me. But those who are without my opponents, therefore, they oppose me. Nor do they know that such a course is at the expense of their own interests, for power, wealth and wealth are in my hands, and I give them to every worthy
descendant of Adam. Thus, the government of the worlds, the transition of generations, and the changes of their directors are determined by me from the beginning. Chapter IV I will not give my rights to other gods. I allowed the creation of four substances, four times and four corners; because they need things for
creatures. Books of Jews, Christians and Muslims, as well as those without, accept in a sense, i.e. how much they agree with and comply with my laws. Whatever contradicts them, they have changed; Don't take it. Three things against me and I hate three things. But those who keep my secrets will get to fulfill my
promises. Those who suffer for me, I will certainly reward in one of the worlds. I want all my followers to unite in the fastening of unity, so that those who do not win against them. Now, then, all of you who have followed my commandments and my teachings reject all teachings and sayings such as without. I didn't teach
these teachings, and they didn't come from me. Don't mention my name or my attributes so you don't regret it; for you do not know what those without can do. Chapter V O yes, who believed in me, honor my character and my image because they remind you of me. Follow my laws and regulations. Obey my servants and
listen to everything they can dictate to you about hidden things. Get it that dictated, and not carry it before those without, Jews, Christians, Muslims, and others; for they do not know the nature of my teaching. Don't give them your books to yours to change them without your knowledge. Learn by heart most of them so
they are not changed. It is true that my knowledge covers the very truth of all that is, and my wisdom is not separated from my heart, And the manifestation of my origin is clear to you, and when it is revealed to Adam's children it will be seen by all. And many will tremble in this way. All dwellings and desolate spaces are
indeed my own creations, set out, all completely within my strength, not that of false gods; Why am I the one that people come with their legitimate worship, not the false gods of their books, wrongly written; But they recognize me, a peacock of bronze and gold, wings spread over the Kaaba, the temple, and the church,
not the be overshadowed. And in the secret cave of my wisdom it is known that there is no god but me, the Archangel over all the master, Melek Tau. Knowing this, who dares to deny it? Knowing this, who dares not to worship? Knowing this, who dares to worship the false gods of the Koran and the Bible? Know that who
knows me, I will be thrown into the gardens of paradise of my pleasure! But the Yazidis who know me whether I will be thrown into grief. Tell me then, I am the only and sublime archangel; And I make myself prosperous as I am, and I am revitalizing who I will be. Let's just say that I can be praised from the Lalish Towers
and from Mount Ararat to the West Sea. Let's just say that let the light of knowledge flash from the zyar, the glimpse from the Euphrates River to the hidden Shamball. May my Sandzak be moved from a safe place to the temple, and let all the Yazidi clans know about my manifestation, even Sheikhan, and Sinjar, and
Khaliteya, and Mallya, and Lepcho, and Kotchar, who roam among the Gentiles Additional text can be found in the book of Al-Gilwa. Extracted from the qu'ret al-yezid. qu'ret al-yezid pdf. qu'ret al-yezid book
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